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THE ORGANIZATION OF STAFF ANALYSTS
An Illustrated Historical Timeline

1985. 1970. 1956. Each of those

years could be said to mark the inception of the
Organization of Staff Analysts (OSA). As we celebrate our 40th Anniversary, we might be equally
justified in celebrating our 25th anniversary or our
55th anniversary.
In 1985, OSA became a fully-fledged
union when it gained collective bargaining rights
for 38 Analysts in what was then the New York
City Board of Education.
In 1970, the Council of Personnel Examiners (COPE) was formed by twelve New York City
Department of Personnel employees. COPE would
become OSA in 1977 after Personnel Examiners at
all levels, along with dozens of other titles, were
broadbanded by the City into the newly-created
Staff Analysis Occupational Group.
And, if we look back far enough, in 1956,
some of the same Department of Personnel employees who would form COPE in 1970 were busy
trying to gain recognition as a distinct collective
bargaining unit within District Council 37 of the
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), a phenomenon that
was repeated at least once more before the formation of COPE.
Just to confuse matters a little, the union
held what it called a 10th Anniversary Conference
on Saturday, June 13, 1987 in a large conference
room in the Human Resources Administration’s
109 East 16th Street facility, evidently marking
OSA’s birth with the name change from COPE to
OSA in 1977.
Throughout the history of our union, a consistent theme has been the desire for due process,
collective bargaining and grievance representation
by previously unrepresented City employees and
the City’s counter-claim that those same employees are managerial and/or confidential or otherwise
ineligible to be unionized.

Over those 25, 40 or 55 years, however,
enough of us believed in our right to organize and
bargain collectively. Although union recognition
was delayed for quite a while, it was not, ultimately denied.
Tonight, we honor those who fought the
good fight that enabled us to celebrate our 25th,
40th and 55th anniversaries all on the same night,
as we also celebrate our growth from 12 personnel examiners in 1970 or 38 analysts at the Board
of Education in 1985 to the nearly 5,000 active
and 1,600 retired City employees we represent in
2010.
Below, and on the following pages, we take
you through some of the highlights of that history.

1940’s

1950’s

• 1947

New York State passes the Condon-Wadlin Act which prohibits public employee
strikes. The penalties for violation include fining, firing, and jailing strikers.

• 1949

Jerry Wurf becomes the head of
District Council 37 of the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME). At the
time, the District Council is five years old and has a few
thousand members.

•1953

In November, Robert F. Wagner,
Jr. is elected mayor on a progressive platform that includes promises for municipal labor reform and wage
increases for city workers.
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1950’s

•1954

Mayor Wagner establishes a citywide “Career and Salary Plan” that attempts to rationalize
municipal
workers’ salary and
promotional steps.
It reclassifies job
titles, adjusts salaries, and reviews
out-of-title assignments. The Plan
sets up a Salary and
Appeals Board to
consider wage rate
protests. Workers or
their organizations
may appeal to the
Board. The process
is viewed unfavorably by unions who
would like to see
the City engage in
collective bargaining over wages, and
they frequently refer to it as “collective begging.”

•1956

In the first representation election
in City government, AFSCME DC37 Local 924 wins
the right to represent laborers in the City Parks Department by a vote of 4,097
to 173. Within two years,
80% of eligible workers in
the laborer title are members of the local.
Throughout this period, District Council 37 organizes
employees in various City
departments. The City’s Department of Personnel is
no exception. Many of the
same Personnel Examiners
who will later go on to form

In July, Mayor Wagner issues an “Interim Order” declaring “full freedom
of association” for
1953. Robert F. Wagner, Jr. runs for the ﬁrst of his three terms as
city workers to “nemayor with the backing of city labor as demonstrated in this ad in the
gotiate the terms and Civil Service Leader placed by Teamsters Locals 831 and 237. [Note:
photo was unviewable in the microﬁlm, so we have substituted a differconditions of employ- Wagner’s
ent photo of Wagner taken about the same time.]
ment,” and instructs
municipal departments
to set up a grievance procedure. Up to this point, City
employees have no legal right to join a union or to collectively bargain their salary with their employer. In
practice, the effect of the order is modest as agencies
refuse to bargain or, in some cases, even to recognize
1954. Wagner’s Inemployee organizations and unions as legitimate. Only
terim Order seemed to
promise contract negothe Transport Workers Union, with a history of bargaintiations. In practice, it
would take Executive Oring wages that dates back to the era when the subways
der 49 four years later,
were owned privately, is able to engage in collective
and union pressure, to
spur the City to begin
bargaining during this period.
collective bargaining in
earnest.
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1950’s

the Council of Personnel Examiners in December of
1969, form Local 154P, a unit of District Council 37’s
Amalgamated Professional Employees Local. The earliest document we have of this effort are the minutes of
a meeting of the local on April 20, 1956. A full complement of officers, led by President Morris I. Naham, is
already in place. Dues are $2 per month.

•1957

The City institutes voluntary dues
check-off. Employees can have union or professional
association dues automatically deducted from their pay
checks and forwarded to their chosen organization.

After a dispute with District Council 37 over dues allocation, the Personnel Examiners exit AFSCME and
join the Civil Service Forum as Personnel Examiners
Council # 408. The Forum, the oldest City employee
group, is a quasi-labor organization founded in September, 1914 which attempts to bring together civil servants and their associations from all City departments
to promote the interests of City workers.
Morris Naham is elected president of the Personnel Examiners Council. The main issue confronting the Council is sorting out a fair and acceptable promotional line
among the various personnel examiner titles.

• 1958

On March 1,
Mayor Wagner issues “Executive Order 49” which declares City workers
have the right to organize independently and bargain collectively. It
codifies grievance procedures, establishes joint labor relations committees,
and authorizes the NYC Department
of Labor to resolve representation issues, determine appropriate bargaining units, and intervene in bargaining
impasses.

1956. In April, personnel examiners had al-

ready come together as local 154P within District
Council 37 with the goal of representation and
collective bargaining, a desire that would take
more than 30 years and lots of organizing and reorganizing to bring to fruition.

1957. After withdrawing from AFSCME over a dues allocation dispute, the personnel examiners of Local 154P reconstitute themselves as Personnel Examiners Council #408 and
affiliate with the Civil Service Forum.
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1950’s

1958. Workers and their families picket the Metropolitan Museum of Art. (Photo: AFSCME,
District Council 37 Photographs Collection, Robert F. Wagner Archives, New York University)

1958. Mayor Robert F. Wagner issues Executive Order 49, the so-called “Little Wagner
Act,” which permits New York City employees
to bargain collectively for the first time.

1959. AFSCME DC37 members greet Mayor Robert F. Wagner on his return from a vacation in Bermuda with a protest seeking contract negotiations and fair wages. (Photo: AFSCME,
District Council 37 Photographs Collection, Robert F. Wagner Archives, New York University)
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1950’s

1960’s

Exclusive bargaining rights are granted to employee organizations that can demonstrate they represent the majority of employees in an appropriate bargaining unit.
In November, Republican Nelson A. Rockefeller is
elected governor of New York.
Cultural institutions funded by the City refuse to collectively bargain and a series of strikes for union recognition ensue.
Personnel Examiners Council #408 pushes to have the
sub-categories removed from the personnel examiner
titles – examining, classifications, training and research.
This change would allow one title to handle all of these
tasks.

•1959

The leadership team of Personnel Examiners Council #408 is reelected: Chairman
Morris I. Naham, Vice Chairman Daniel B Lebow,
Secretary Leonard Y. Rosenberg, and Treasurer Jack
Stern.
The Council opposes a move by AFSCME Local 375,
the Civil Service Technical Guild, to exclusively represent personnel examiner titles in engineering, railroad
and other specialties. The Council argues that all personnel examiners should be represented by one group.
The Council loses
this fight.

• 1961

Zookeepers in AFSCME DC 37
Local 1501 strike for two months, winning overtime
pay, Blue Cross coverage, dues check off, and the right
to bargain over working conditions.
The Personnel Examiners Council is informed that its
appeal to the Salary and Appeals Board has secured a
salary increase for its 175 members.

Meetings are held to consider the merger of the various professional organizations representing personnel
examiners within the Department of Personnel.
The Council makes formal application to the New York
City Department of Labor for a Certificate of Representation authorizing it to bargain collectively for all
39 employees in the titles Assistant Personnel Examiner
and Personnel Examiner. The Council claims to represent 30 of the 39 employees in the two titles. The application is opposed by the Department of Personnel,
which recommends denial of all applications for small
groups and argues that employees of the City’s central
personnel agency are privy to confidential information.
The Council requests salary grade increases to match
increases given to engineering and railroad personnel
examiners.

In March of 1959,
District Council 37
stages a “Bermuda
Day” demonstration
outside City Hall, welcoming Mayor Wagner back from a trip
to Bermuda with the
demand that he put
some muscle behind
Executive Order 49
and come to the table to negotiate fair
contracts with City
workers.
1961. The Personnel Examiners Council applies to the City Department of Labor for certification as the
collective bargaining agent for the Personnel Examining Occupational Group.
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1960’s

•1962

AFSCME DC37 Local 983 Motor Vehicle Operators stage a 10 day strike, winning a
wage and fringe benefit package that more than doubles
the City’s last offer. DC37 also wins the first welfare
fund for non-uniformed city employees.
The Personnel Examiners Council increases its dues to
$5 per year. Discussions get under way to merge the
Council with the Professional Personnel Association.
The Council is turned down on its request for a collective bargaining certificate.

• 1963 In January, the City Department

of Labor advises the Council that it will only accept a
collective bargaining certificate from a group that can
claim to represent the entire Personnel Examining Occupational Group – all titles from Assistant Personnel Examiner to Principal Personnel Examiner. The Council votes to make
this application.

•1965

In January, welfare workers who
belong to the independent and militant Social Service
Employees Union and supervisors and clerical staff
who belong to AFSCME DC 37 Local 371 strike for
28 days. Facing mass firings under the Condin-Wadlin
Act, 8,000 workers picket Welfare Department sites in
freezing winter winds. The City jails 19 union leaders.
In a historic victory, strikers win the right to collective
bargaining on a wide range of issues for all City workers.

In response to the strike, the City establishes a tripartite labor-management-public panel to study City labor
relations and draft a new bargaining law. This panel
evolves into the impartial Office of Collective Bargaining (OCB) in 1967.

In August, the Council is again turned down
on its request for a collective bargaining certificate by the New York City DOL, because its
members are involved with confidential labor
relations information and matters. While the
Department of Labor excludes the employees
from collective bargaining, it reaffirms their
right as individuals to protection against agency discriminatory conduct and to file grievances. The Council responds that a bargaining
certificate has been granted to personnel examiners with engineering and railroad specialization, that high level managerial employees
in the Fire Department and the Mayor’s Office have been granted collective bargaining
unit status and that the decision was made
without a hearing. The City denies the appeal
and points out that the Personnel Examiners
Council can always represent members before
the Salary and Appeals Board to seek wage
increases.
The Personnel Examiners Council votes to
disaffiliate from the Civil Service Forum.

1963. The City Department of Labor issues its second and final rejection of the Personnel Examiners Council’s request for collective bargaining certification, asserting personnel examiners are managerial and privy to confidential information.
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1960’s

The contract settlement includes a 9% salary increase,
a workload cap, and, in a remarkable show of solidarity
with Welfare Department clients, an automatic clothing
fund for welfare recipients.
Republican/Liberal fusion candidate John V. Lindsay is
elected mayor.
The Personnel Examiners Council launches an appeal
before the Salary and Appeals Board to bring personnel
examiner salaries in line with other jurisdictions.

•1966

Welcoming Mayor Lindsay to office, the Transport Workers Union (TWU) strikes on
New Year’s Day. TWU head Michael J. “Mike” Quill
and eight other TWU leaders, are arrested. On January
13, the sides reach a tentative agreement worth over
$60 million, including wage increases from $3.18 to
$4.14 an hour, an additional paid holiday, increased
pension benefits, and other gains. Wage gains for TWU
members average 9% for the next eight years, but Quill
doesn’t live to see it, dying on January 28, 1966.

ing bargaining sessions. The advantages of remaining
independent: lower association dues, the independence
to pursue Association goals, and control over personnel examiners’ “professional image.” Potential disadvantages of affiliation: possible conflicts between the
Association’s goals and those of another chapter or local, the imposition of a formal structure, the imposition
of policies that Association members might not agree
with, and increased dues.
In July, the Association’s executive board unanimously
supports seeking affiliation with a larger labor group in
order to gain a collective bargaining certificate. Among
the labor organizations to be approached are the Communications Workers of America, the Civil Service
Forum (since 1964 an affiliate of the Service Employees International Union), Teamsters Local 237, the
Civil Service Technical Guild (DC 37 Local 375), and
District Council 37 itself.
The Association first approaches the Civil Service
Technical Guild which turns them down because they
are not engineers.

The Personnel Examiners
Council and the Professional Personnel Association merge and become
the Association of Personnel Examiners. President
of the new organization is
Nelson Dworkin.
The Association discusses affiliation with a
larger labor organization.
Among the perceived
benefits: the support of a
larger organization in securing a bargaining certificate and organizational
goals, administration of
welfare fund benefits, reduced legal representation
costs, and assistance dur1966. The Personnel Examiners Council and Professional Personnel
Association merge to form the Association of Personnel Examiners.
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1960’s

The Association agrees to pursue affiliation with District Council 37 as a separate local. Additional costs per
member for this affiliation are estimated at $4 per member per month.
In October, the Association writes to Mayor Lindsay
expressing its grave displeasure over the Mayor’s decision, upon taking office, to permit agencies to use the
one-in-three rule in moving civil service lists in mayoral agencies. They argue that mayors from Gaynor in
the early 1910’s to Lindsay’s predecessor had prohibited agencies from using the one-in-three rule to bypass
candidates.

•1967 Governor Rockefeller successfully

as Local 188 within District Council 37. A constitution
is drafted and adopted by the local and a request for
dues checkoff submitted to the City. Dues are set at $2
bi-weekly. The new local’s jurisdiction will cover all
New York City personnel examiners, civil service examiners, classification analysts and related professional
employees.
District Council 37 makes several attempts to gain a
meeting with the Department of Personnel to discuss a
variety of issues affecting the bargaining unit through
the end of December 1967. DOP informs DC37 it “does
not have to deal with the union because personnel examiners are managerial.” Subsequently, Local 188 appears to have dissolved.

pushes for passage of the Taylor Law as a replacement
for the punitive, but effectively toothless Condin-Wadlin Act. In the significant strikes of the 1960’s, the City
discovers that it has the equivalent of capital punishment in the Condin-Wadlin Act’s penalty of permanent
dismissal, but once that threat is implemented, the City
has no workforce and the workers have every reason to
remain on strike.
The recommendations of a tripartite committee composed of union, City and public representatives set up
after the 1965 welfare workers strike leads to the creation of the Office of Collective Bargaining (OCB) to
regulate the conduct of labor relations between the City
and its employees.
On May 23, 1967, more than 25,000 City workers fill
Madison Square Garden to protest the Taylor Law in a
rally supported by DC37, the UFT and the Transport
Workers Union.
The Association of Personnel Examiners continues discussions with District Council 37 over affiliation as a
local union. On February 1, a formal application for a
local union charter is submitted to AFSCME, listing
Nelson Dworkin as President and Morris Naham as
Vice President. The charter application lists the potential size of the local at 150 members.
On April 3, Jerry Wurf, having moved up to the AFSCME presidency, welcomes the New York City Municipal Examiners and Analysts Guild into AFSCME

1967. The Taylor Law replaces the Condin-Wadlin Act. Public workers
are granted the right to organize and bargain, but strikes remain illegal.
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1967. Mayor John V. Lindsay (bottom, center) is joined by City Comptroller Mario Procaccino (bottom, right), AFSCME
International President Jerry Wurf (top, second from left), NYC Central Labor Council President Harry Van Arsdale Jr. (top,
center) and AFSCME DC37 Executive Director Victor Gotbaum (top, second from right) at the signing of the law authorizing
the Office of Collective Bargaining. (Photo: AFSCME, District Council 37 Photographs Collection, Robert F. Wagner Archives, New York

University)

1967. Over 25,000 City employees pack Madison Square Garden to denounce the Taylor Law.
Robert F. Wagner Archives, New York University)

(Photo: AFSCME, District Council 37 Photographs Collection,
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1960’s

1967. For the second time in a little over a decade,
personnel examiners form a local within AFSCME
District Council 37.

1967. AFSCME International President Jerry Wurf

welcomes the personnel examiners into District Council
37 as Local 188.
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1960’s

•1968

1970’s

-1993

The COPE Years
(1970-1977) In December 1969, a

District Council 37,
representing the majority of city employees, negotiates
the first “citywide contract.” The negotiations produce
many improvements, including a complete overhaul of
the pension system. After the “fractional pension plans”
are replaced by “Tier 1,” the average City retiree covered by the new pension gains 40% percent more retirement income than the average retiree enrolled in the old
fractional plans.

new employee organization, the Council of Personnel
Examiners (COPE) holds its first meeting with the aim
of promoting the interests of personnel examiners.

In 1976, DC37 SSEU Local 371 activist Chuck Miller,
helped by SSEU Local 371 organizer Bob Croghan, begins the struggle to achieve a pension reopener bill in
Albany that would enable thousands of City workers to
join Tier 1 who had missed the opportunity to transfer
to the new plan in 1968. The campaign comes to a successful conclusion in 1993 as the bill is signed into law
by then-Governor Mario Cuomo.

Joan (Moschides) Hall is elected chair of the organization in 1972. The chair of the Grievance Committee
is Morris Naham, the same personnel examiner who
helped form Local 154P of AFSCME DC 37 in 1956,
the Personnel Examiners Council a couple of years later, the Association of Personnel Examiners in 1966 and
Local 188 of AFSCME in 1967.

John Becker is elected to serve as the first chairperson
of the new organization in 1970 and the organization
adopts a constitution.

In 1973, Betty Fishman takes the reins as COPE chairperson, followed by Rosemarie Truland in 1974 and
Richard Cooper in 1975. Among the issues COPE addresses are civil service examination appeals procedures, grievances, overtime problems and managerial
welfare fund benefits.
In 1976, COPE retains attorney Frank Prial as COPE
legal counsel and negotiator. Kaet Saks Birthwright becomes chairperson and serves until 1979.

1970-1977. A flyer announces the initial meeting of the Council of
Personnel Examiners (COPE)

1968. OSA and DC37 SSEU Local 371 activists play a major role in

achieving a pension reopener that permits thousands of City workers
to improve their pensions.
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1970’s

•1977 In April of 1977, the City announc-

es it is broadbanding or consolidating dozens of titles
including personnel examiner, quantitative analyst,
budget examiner and methods analyst into a new Staff
Analysis Occupational Group which will have two levels, Staff and Associate Staff Analyst. At the same time,
the City creates the Administrative Staff Analyst title
as a managerial position. At the time, the City has 243
occupational groups and 3,900 titles.

In response to the broadbanding of personnel examiners, along with myriad other titles, into the titles of Staff
and Associate Staff Analyst, COPE members vote to
change the name of their association from COPE to the
Organization of Staff Analysts.

1977. As the City broadbands 60 or more titles into the new
Staff Analyst series, COPE members are given the opportunity to
select a new name for their organization.

1977. This April 1 Chief article reports on the planned “broadbanding” of City
job titles, the first major reorganization of the City’s job classification plan since
the 1954 Career and Salary Plan introduced by Mayor Wagner.
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1970’s

1977. This April Department of Personnel resolution combines more than 60
existing titles into the new Staff Analysis Occupational Group and adds Administrative Staff Analyst to the managerial service
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1970’s

•1978 The first Staff Analyst and Associ-

ate Staff Analyst Exams are given. OSA develops training classes for its members.

For Civil Service Month, OSA places an advertisement
in the Chief newspaper seeking new members. At the
time, OSA has 300 members. The ad describes one of
the achievements of the organization: workshop training for individuals taking the Staff and Associate Staff
Analyst exams, something that will remain an important service of the union each time an exam in the title
series is given.

1978. The second issue of the OSA Newsletter announces upcoming civil
service exams for all three Staff Analyst titles.

•1978-79

1978. In November, OSA advertises in the Chief seeking new members.

OSA leaders propose to the membership the establishment of a special task force to study the legal possibilities of OSA seeking full collective bargaining status as
representative of all those currently employed in titles
within the Staff Analysis Occupational group.
As of July 1, 1978, the Association of Methods Analysts merges with OSA and the first issue of the OSA
Newsletter is published.

Shortly after the City
broadbands the Analyst series in 1977, the City’s Office
of Labor Relations appeals to the Office of Collective
Bargaining seeking confirmation that the new titles of
Staff, Associate and Administrative Analyst are managerial and/or confidential and therefore not subject to
unionization. They base this request on OCB’s declaration, ten years earlier, that titles in the Methods Analyst,
Personnel Examining and Budget Examining Occupational Groups – all of which are part of the broadbanding – are managerial and/or confidential. The petition
draws strong opposition from Teamsters Local 237 and
three District Council 37 affiliates – Local 375, Local
1407 and Local 371.
The City later withdraws the petition, but all of the
unions file petitions of their own with OCB, asserting
that Staff Analyst series employees are neither managerial nor confidential and are entitled to unionization.
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1970’s

OCB schedules hearings on the question of Staff
Analysts’ status. If the City’s position wins, analysts
will once again be denied union representation. If
the unions’ position carries, OCB will then have to
schedule an election to determine which union will
represent the analysts.

•1979

Rochelle Brodsky becomes
Chairperson of OSA and informs the members that
the leadership is exploring the feasibility of affiliating with an existing organized labor group.
Several City workers’ unions express interest in the
analysts, among them three District Council 37 locals
– Social Service Employees Union Local 371 under
the leadership of Joseph Sperling, Accountants Local
1407 under Arthur Tibaldi, and Civil Service Technical Guild Local 375 under Rick Izzo and, later, Lou
Albano. Also expressing interest are the Communications Workers of America, under Leonard Katz
and, later, under Arthur Cheliotes and Teamsters Local 237 under Barry Feinstein.
Letters of interest are solicited from all of the unions
and circulated to the entire membership.

1979. Various unions send letters of interest
to OSA describing the benefits of affiliation.
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1970’s

1979. Various unions send letters of interest
to OSA describing the benefits of affiliation.
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1970’s

In April, OSA affiliates with Local 237 of the Teamsters, which provides OSA with office staff and the
services of a full-time organizer. The decision to affiliate with Local 237 is based largely on their promise to
OSA leadership of autonomy and that any costs will be
borne by Local 237.
Six months later, SSEU Local 371 launches its own
full-scale drive for the Analyst titles under the leadership of Bob Croghan.

1980’s

•1980 An interim ruling from OCB plac-

es the burden on the City of proving that slightly more
than 1,000 Analysts are managerial or confidential and
therefore do not have the right to union protection.
In late 1980, the New York City Board of Education
files a petition with the state Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) seeking to designate as confidential
or managerial its employees in the Staff Analyst series.
A week later, Communications Workers of America
Local 1180 files a petition with OCB seeking
to represent Associate and Staff Analysts at the
Board of Education. In April of 1981, the Organization of Staff Analysts-Teamsters Local 237 intervenes and, in June, SSEU Local 371 intervenes
as well.

•1981Guy

Palumbo is elected as
OSA chairperson. OSA, along with Teamsters
Local 237, develops an educational program in
cooperation with Brooklyn College that provides
course credit to analysts leading to the Master’s
Degree in Public Administration. At the end of the
year, Guy Palumbo resigns. The battle between
Teamsters Local 237 and SSEU Local 371 over
the “hearts and minds” of analysts continues.

1979. Bob Croghan
launches an organizing
drive among analysts for
SSEU Local 371.

1979. OSA affiliates
with Teamsters Local 237.
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1980’s

1981. Brochures from

Teamsters Local 237 and
SSEU Local 371 are tools
in the battle between the
two unions over the analysts.

1983. The Chief newspaper urges OCB to move forward quickly in determining whether analysts may unionize.

•1982

Susan Mullgrav is elected as the
new chairperson of OSA. Bob Croghan, who is leading
Local 371’s organizing drive among analysts is accused
of “dual unionism,” violation of the Teamster loyalty
oath and fostering secession. He is expelled from OSA
after a closed trial without counsel. Subsequent to a
leadership struggle within SSEU Local 371, the analyst
organizing drive is ended.
The Koch Administration and the Board of Education
reclassify dozens of analysts into alternate titles to
avoid collective bargaining status. OSA brings an improper practice proceeding against the Board of Education. Three years later, PERB rules that the City can’t
transfer an employee to another title to avoid the worker
being unionized.

•1983

OSA leadership determines that four
years of affiliation with the Teamsters have not produced
progress in the struggle for collective bargaining. Therefore, in October, OSA and Teamsters Local 237 amicably
agree to part company.
OSA, now an independent association once again, files
a petition with OCB and PERB to intervene in the Analyst representation hearings, along with the DC37 locals and CWA 1180. PERB rules that OSA must submit a 30% showing of interest and prove that OSA is
a “bonafide labor organization,” which it does in a six
week campaign that secures 400 cards from analysts.
Subsequently, both PERB and OCB grant OSA status as
an appropriate interested party in the proceedings.
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1980’s

•1984

The City, after dragging its feet
and delaying the representation hearing process interminably, asserts that several hundred individuals in the
Staff Analyst series are actually working “out-of-title”
in union-covered titles. It proposes the transfer of those
individuals to unionized status in those other titles. The
rest of the analysts are to be considered managerial or
confidential and without bargaining rights. The unions,
finally, accept the deal.
OSA, itself, does not and appeals to OCB. OSA Chair
Mullgrav charges that various unions have tried to accrete Staff Analyst titles for their own unions. She contends that analysts have a community of interest and
splitting them into different bargaining units will be
disruptive.
OSA members vote at a general membership meeting
to reinstate Bob Croghan as an OSA member. A battle
over the leadership of OSA ensues between the current administration, led by Mullgrav and a slate led by
Croghan. The Croghan slate wins the December election by a vote of 248 to 161.

1984. OSA leadership charges that

the City and several unions are working
in tandem to move analysts into their
own unions and divide analysts.

1983. PERB and OCB grant
OSA standing in the ongoing
representation proceedings.

1984. The contested election
for OSA leadership generates interesting campaign literature.
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1980’s

1984. The contested election for OSA leadership generates
interesting campaign literature.
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1980’s

•1985 -1986 After five years

of hearings, PERB rules that exactly 38 active Staff and
Associate Staff Analysts at the Board of Education are
eligible for collective bargaining. These analysts then
vote 3 to 1 for unionization and for OSA unanimously
as their collective bargaining agent.
The Chief civil service newspaper profiles OSA Chair
Bob Croghan in an article titled, “Always Willing to
Fight.”

•1987-1988

OSA holds a
one-day conference for Analysts, at which Assemblyman Jerry Nadler, Councilwoman Mary Pinkett, VP
Human Resources of HHC Lilliam Barrios-Paoli, and
Bronx Borough President Fernando Ferrer are speakers.
The City proposes to settle the ongoing question of
analyst unionization by limiting the number of eligible
Analysts to 650, the number of OSA members at the
time. OSA agrees. The City reneges on its deal and allows only half of the 650 OSA members to vote. Instead, they select 303 other analysts who were not OSA
members, to be included in the pool of eligible voters.
Nevertheless, the analysts voting choose OSA to represent them by a better than two to one margin.

1985. An election is ordered for Staff Analysts at the
Board of Education.

OSA gains the right to represent Associate Staff
1986. The Chief profiles OSA
Chairperson Bob Croghan.
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1980’s

1988. After a successful union election, OSA gains its first
members outside of the Board of Education.
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1980’s

1990’s

1987. OSA holds a 10th
Anniversary conference for
analysts.

OSA gains the right to represent Associate Staff Analysts, Staff Analysts Levels I and II and Program Research Analysts. With the victory, OSA (the professional association) is forced to split into OSA (the union)
and OSART (the professional association), since the remaining members of OSART who were excluded from
the vote are considered managerial and confidential
under the Taylor Law. The plan is to continue to recruit
analysts into OSART with the aim of eventually securing for them union membership in OSA.

•1990 -1991

OSA gains the
right to represent Training Development Specialists
Levels I and II.
The OSA Executive Board votes to hire Sheila Gorsky
as its first full time professional staff member from the
Analyst ranks.
The City faces a fiscal crisis and newly-elected Mayor
Dinkins proposes a system of involuntary furloughs in
place of layoffs. OSA embraces the concept of furloughs

1991. After many years

of hearings and petitions
before OCB, OSA finally
wins the right to represent
most Analysts.
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1990’s

1991. Fifteen OSA members express their gratitude for
their fellow analysts’ willingness to sacrifice pay to save
their jobs.

1991. The union gradually takes over more and more space on the
7th floor at 220 East 23rd Street as union membership grows.

as a means of reducing the City payroll, but insists that
those furloughs be voluntary. The layoffs proceed and
OSA canvasses members on their willingness to accept
a brief voluntary furlough in order to save their fellow
analysts’ jobs. Members vote three to one in favor of accepting voluntary furloughs. In the end, members give
up one day’s work and one day’s pay in order to save
the City enough money to retain those of their brothers
and sisters who wish to return to work.

union will add four times as much space, as its operations and membership expands.

OSART is successful in its plan to recruit new analysts.
The professional association grows rapidly, while OSA,
the union shrinks steadily. As those who voted for OSA
are promoted, retire or die, there are fewer and fewer
unionized analysts. The union then files to represent
all analysts in all City agencies. The Office of Labor
Relations instead decides to examine all analysts who
have voluntarily signed a union card with OSA to determine their union eligibility on a case by case basis.
By 1990, OSA has shrunk to 500 analysts, but by 1991,
membership has rebounded to over 1000. And, by the
end of 1991, OSA will get the right to represent all of
the analysts.

A small group of dedicated retirees form OSARC, the
Organization of Staff Analysts’ Retirees Club. The four
people in attendance are Helen Blecher, Flora Jones,
Elaine Schirmer and Ann Whiting. The group subsequently grows from 26 members in March of 1993 to
1,052 members in December of 2010.

After seven years operating out of Sheila’s living room,
the union moves into new quarters at 220 East 23rd
Street in Manhattan. Over the next two decades, the

•1992 OSA finally gains the right to rep-

resent all Staff and Associate Staff Analysts, and Program Research Analysts who have not been ruled to
be managerial and/or confidential, adding 1,500 new
members to the union’s ranks.

OSA files to represent the Systems Analysts series in
the Health and Hospitals Corporation. District Council
37 intervenes. and, to avoid a long fight, the title series
is split between the unions, with 60% becoming OSA
members and 40% becoming members of DC37.
OSA gains the right to represent Assistant Analysts who
later become Staff Analyst Trainees.
By early 1992, the City reverses its 1977 broadbanding by splitting the Staff Analyst series into 27 separate
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1990’s

1992. This Chief editorial from February 7, 1992 points

out the confusion generated by the City’s decision to narrowband the Staff Analyst series.

titles, arguing it needs more specialized analysts to work in different fields of work. OSA
strongly opposes the narrowbanding move,
as it had when it was first proposed by the
Koch Administration in 1989. In the meantime, OSA petitions OCB to include seven
new analyst titles in the union: Assistant Analyst, Budget and Associate Budget Analyst,
Organizational Research and Associate Organizational Research Analyst and Associate
Personnel Analyst.
By October of 1992, the City has reversed
itself again, cancelling the narrowbanding
order and returning the Staff Analyst and
Education Analyst series to six titles, while
introducing a second level to the Staff Analyst title.
A lawsuit filed by OSA in 1987 over the marking of the 1985 Administrative Staff Analyst
exam results in a victory for the union and
the inclusion of 144 additional individuals on
the promotional list. The suit had charged the
City with using an improper scoring standard
for the exam.

1992. This October 16, 1992

Chief article reports the City’s reversal of its decision to narrowband the Staff Analyst title.

1992. Seven years after an exam for Administrative
Staff Analyst was given, OSA succeeds in getting 144
candidates added to the list and eligible for promotion.
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1990’s

•1993

OSA gains the right to represent
Management Analyst (DCAS/Personnel) - Levels I and
II, Test and Measurement Specialist-Levels I, II and III,
and Training Development Specialist Trainee-1 and 2.

Associate-Levels A and B, Senior Planning-Scheduling
Analyst, and Senior Health Care Program Planner/Analyst-Levels A and B.

•1994

A grueling day-long Associate Staff Analyst exam
leads to permanent status for more than 2,000 members. Where four-out-of-five analysts are provisional in
1992, more than 80% are permanent five years later.
OSA provides an extensive training course for the exam,
which is later repeatedly cablecast on Crosswalks, the
municipal cable channel, then made available to members on videotape.

OSA begins what will prove to
be a seven year effort to represent Administrative Staff
Analysts in all City agencies and the Housing Authority. Work also begins on what will turn out to be a five
year organizing drive in the Transit Authority, where
OSA seeks to represent Staff and Associate Staff Analysts.
OSA gains the right to represent Systems Analysts, Assistant System Analysts, and Senior Systems Analysts
in the Health and Hospitals Corporation. The fight to
gain representation for Supervising Systems Analyst
continues.

•1995

OSA gains the right to represent
the titles Analyst (Campaign Finance Board)-Levels
II and III, Planner: Production Control and Scheduling (EMS Motor Transport), Training Development

1997. The union’s website provides another source of information for OSA members.

•1996

OSA gains the right to represent
the titles Insurance Advisor (Housing Authority) & Test
and Measurement Intern-Levels I and II.

•1997

OSA gains the right to represent
Planning-Scheduling and Assistant Planning Scheduling Analysts.

1997. Concerned with the failures of the City’s WEP program, OSA leads a four day vigil at Union Square Park
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1990’s

2000’s

OSA launches its website at www.osaunion.org, bringing information to OSA members through the internet
for the first time.
OSA hosts a day-long conference at PS41 on all aspects
of the City’s Work Experience Program (WEP) in which
welfare recipients are required to work for the City to
earn their welfare grant. The labor movement contends
that the program is a form of slavery and fails to provide meaningful training or real jobs. OSA organizes a
vigil at Union Square Park in order to bring the public’s
attention to problems with the WEP program.

•1999

In the successful conclusion to a
multi-year organizing drive, OSA gains the right to represent Transit Authority Staff and Associate Staff Analysts. OSA has about 3,500 members.

2000. By a vote of 57 to 20, Supervising Systems Analysts in
HHC opt for OSA’s representation.

•2000

OSA wins the right to represent
Supervising Systems Analysts in the Health and Hospitals Corporation.
OSA holds the first of several Black History Month
events, recognizing a number of prestigious AfricanAmerican civil servants, union leaders, and public officials who had been active in the labor movement.

•2001After seven years of hearings, au-

dits and testimony, OSA finally gains the right to represent Administrative Staff Analysts who were previously
considered M1 level managers. They will now be officially labeled “non-managerial.”
1999. Staff and Associate Staff Analysts at the Transit Authority
go OSA’s way.
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2000’s

2000. OSA organizes the first of many Black History
Month celebrations.

A stipulation is signed by the City and the New York
City Housing Authority, agreeing that most M1 level
Administrative Staff Analysts are eligible for representation by OSA. OSA now has 4000 members.
OSA provides a refuge for members unable to return home on 9/11 and provides space and use of the
phone system for a number of groups displaced by
the disaster in Lower Manhattan.
OSA gains the right to represent Administrative Traffic Enforcement Agents – Levels I, II, and III, as well
as Administrative School Security Managers and Administrative Supervisors of School Security.

•2002

Crain’s New York Business
names OSA as the third fastest growing union in
New York City and its 18th largest union. (We were
not, and are not NYC’s 18th largest union, but there
it was, in print.)

2001. OSA spends a great deal of time and effort in assisting its members

with preparation and training for civil service exams. The 2001 Associate Staff
Analyst exam was no exception.
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2000’s

other unions and members of the City
Council, the Bloomberg administration,
sadly, opts for layoffs instead.
OSA files suit against the Department of
Sanitation for changing provisional Staff
Analyst positions to “temporary” positions in order to avoid promoting people
from a Civil Service list. In response to
the suit, the Department of Sanitation reverses itself.

2002. OSA Chair Bob Croghan and Executive Director Sheila Gorsky present plaques to HRA Commisioner
Eggleston and staff members for implementing good civil
service list movement practices in the agency.

OSA presents awards to HRA Commissioner Verna Eggleston and five agency
personnel officials for honoring the spirit
and the letter of civil service law. HRA had
promoted virtually all of the candidates on
the promotional list released in 2001 for Associate Staff Analyst.
OSA gains the right to represent Supervising Superintendents of Maintenance – Levels I and II.
OSA’s Chairperson Bob Croghan is elected
to serve on the Municipal Labor Committee’s steering committee.
OSA welcomes the Uniformed Sanitation
Chiefs and the Emergency Medical Services
Chiefs into the OSA Welfare Fund.

•2003

In the face of threatened Bloomberg administration layoffs,
OSA once again proposes (as it has every
time there has been a threat of layoffs since
1991) that the City consider a system of
voluntary furloughs in order to save jobs.
Although the concept is supported by many

2003. OSA Chair Bob Croghan makes the case for voluntary furloughs in an op-ed
piece in the Chief
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2000’s

•2004

In a City Council hearing, OSA
urges passage of legislation that would automatically
restore bypassed candidates on the list from the most
recent Associate Staff Analyst promotional exam. OSA
testifies that agencies have failed to promote candidates
or even interview them, violating the spirit, if not the
letter, of the civil service law.
OSA staff faces several months of major disruption as
pipes in the union’s headquarters building burst and the
union’s office must be temporarily relocated.
The 90 Church Street Labor Coalition brings together
federal, state and city unions representing employees in
a building directly across from the World Trade Center
site. OSA plays a leading role in the Coalition which
wins significant health and safety improvements in the
building.

•2005

Transport Workers Union Local
100 goes on strike over MTA demands that they accept a reduced pension for newly hired workers. OSA
strongly supports the strike and more than 200 members contribute $10,000 to the union’s strike fund.

•2006

OSA gains the right to represent Systems Project Leaders (EDP) and Senior
Management Consultants (HMH) Levels I and II
in the Health and Hospitals Corporation and Administrative Test and Measurement Specialists.

•2007 OSA gains the right to represent

NYCAPS Process Analysts, but the City disputes the
union’s right to representation for some of the members
of this title, a dispute that has not been fully resolved
in 2010.

•2009

OSA brings a lawsuit against the
City for imposing an excessively long probationary
period for Staff Analyst Trainees (SAT). OSA wins the
lawsuit, shortening the probation period for current and
future SAT’s and granting them earlier tenure
as permanent employees.
OSA welcomes members of the Marine Engineers Beneficial Association (MEBA) into
our Welfare Fund. The
members of MEBA
work in the Fire Department on the fireboats
and in the Department
of Transportation on the
ferries.
OSA gains the right
to represent Managers,
Scheduling and Control
(EDP) in the Health and
Hospitals Corporation.
A review of OSA grievance records determines
that the union’s successful out-of-title grievances have secured approximately $1.93 million in
extra and back wages for
OSA members over the
period 1990 to 2009.

•2008

OSA and Transit Authority negotiating teams sign off on a new contract, for the first
time obtaining longevity increases for Transit Authority
members.

2009. An OSA lawsuit

shortens the probationary
period for Staff Analyst
Trainees.
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2000’s

•2010

OSA gains
the right to represent the title
Ombudsman (Juvenile Justice)
and a single new union member – and we are as proud to
represent that one individual
as any of our more than 4,000
other active and 1,600 retired
members.
OSA gains the right to represent Administrative Staff Analysts – Levels II and III in the
mayoral agencies and the New
York City Housing Authority.
The City and the New York
City Housing Authority sue the
Office of Collective Bargaining over the decision, which
will delay representation.
The struggle continues....

2010.. The Office of Collective Bargaining grants OSA the right to represent Administrative Staff
Analysts Levels II and III. The City sues OCB.
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2000’s

2010. A recent issue of the OSARC Newsletter developed and edited for many years by OSA Executive
Director Sheila Gorsky and, since 2001, by OSA Director of Media Services Rob Spencer.
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